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Abstract

This work modifies existing self-supervised de-
noising architectures for Poisson noise typi-
cal within low-intensity Fluorescence Microscopy
(FM) imagery. Biologists are often required to use
low-exposure imaging technology, such as Fluo-
rescence Microscopy, to preserve the integrity of
sensitive samples. While these advancements have
allowed for broader biological analysis, the col-
lected data is usually corrupted by noise that ob-
scures valuable biological insight. Furthermore,
ground truth images of live cells are nearly im-
possible to gather without causing permanent dam-
age to the observed specimen. FM data is unique
in that the signal captured is both inherently weak
and dominated by Poisson noise rather than Gaus-
sian noise characteristic of traditional optical mi-
croscopy. Although many deep learning denois-
ing algorithms exist, namely self-supervised meth-
ods in which elusive ground-truth images are not
needed, no models directly address the Poisson
component abundant in FM data. This work uti-
lizes a novel non-parametric probabilistic prior and
posterior approximation to restore FM imagery
specifically dominated by Poisson noise.

Introduction
Fluorescence Microscopy (FM) has allowed biologists
to observe imperative cellular processes that are other-
wise obscured from traditional optical microscopes. An
examined specimen must be stained with a fluorescent
label, if not inherently capable of expressing a fluores-
cent protein, and is then excited with low-exposure or
extremely brief light sources to observe the specimen
while also preserving its biological integrity. The low-
intensity imaging process, captured by Confocal, Two-
Photon, or Wide-Field lenses, results in heavily noisy
images as shown in Figure 1. Because the amount of
photons entering the imaging space is discrete, FM im-
agery contains predominantly Poisson noise in contrast
to conventional Gaussian noise found in optical imaging
(Zhang et al. 2018). The phenomenon of Poisson noise
coupled with low-intensity light limitations presents a
unique challenge for the necessary task of FM image
denoising.

Deep learning algorithms have traditionally had suc-
cess restoring corrupted images; however, most net-
works require both noisy data and their corresponding
ground-truth images to implicitly learn a mapping pro-
cess (Remez et al. 2017). This is typically impossible as
sensitive specimens cannot be safely photographed for
adequate time or exposure-level necessary to capture a
usable ground-truth signal. Recent work has addressed
this limitation by introducing ’self-supervised’ models
in which only noisy data and relevant latent visual con-
text are used together during training (Doersch and Zis-
serman 2017). Contemporary self-supervised denoising
algorithms have utilized independent noise realizations,
pixel receptive fields as supervisory context, or prob-
abilistic estimation to restore corrupted images. While
these existing self-supervised models have performed
exceptionally well on traditional optical imagery, most
models fail to generalize within Poisson dominated
noise (Laine et al. 2019). We expand recent algorithms
to specifically address the Poisson component present in
FM imagery; by implementing a novel loss function to
estimate a probabilistic prior distribution of clean pix-
els, we can restore FM imagery given only noisy train-
ing data.

Related Work
Prior to self-supervised methods, several deep network
architectures have been proposed to learn clean sig-
nals from noisy data on a variety of corrupted data. U-
Nets, a deep learning architecture derived specifically
for biomedical use (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox
2015), and Residual Neural Networks (Heinrich, Stille,
and Buzug 2018) have achieved great success on de-
noising tasks where ground truth data is readily avail-
able for training. In the case of sensitive low-lighting
imagery, the acquisition of ground truth data is avoided
by either self-supervised and unsupervised methods.

Contemporary self-supervised denoising models
have made significant advancements towards quality of
fully supervised deep learning models. Work by Lehti-
nen et al. 2018, dubbed Noise2Noise (N2N), introduced
robust self-supervision by using pairs of independently
realized corrupted images for training. The underlying
principle is that two individual noisy images, whose re-



Figure 1: Noisy imagery of Bovine Pulmonary Artery Endothelial proteins, Mice cells, and Zebrafish tissue captured
with a Fluorescence Microscope (Zhang et al. 2018).

Figure 2: Averaged clean imagery of Bovine Pulmonary Artery Endothelial proteins, Mice cells, and Zebrafish tissue
(Zhang et al. 2018).

spective noise distributions are independent, averaged
pixel-wise is likely to render a clean image; results ri-
valed those trained on clean ground-truth signals. How-
ever, acquiring two renditions of the same Frame of
View (FOV) would require that the observed specimen
is captured twice in the same instant; this is biologi-
cally infeasible for most sensitive specimens that are
inspected with FM.

Noise2Void (N2V) resolves N2N’s limitation by us-
ing only one noisy image for training in conjunction
with a novel blind-spot network (Krull, Buchholz, and
Jug 2018). Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) em-
ploy a receptive field typically used to influence predic-
tions of its center pixel. By obscuring the center pixel
from its receptive field, the network avoids directly
learning a potentially noisy pixel identity. The center
pixel instead mimics a randomly chosen pixel from its
receptive field. While N2V compares closely to N2N re-
gardless of the loss of information during training, N2V
does not exploit possible information from the center
pixel identity. This constraint is examined by Laine et
al. in their contemporary blind-spot architecture.

Laine et al. 2019 expand on N2V’s blind-spot
concept while further improving training efficacy
and restoration accuracy. This state-of-the-art self-
supervision constructs a blind spot network by creat-

ing four cropped rotations of the same noisy image,
thereby restricting the receptive field without limiting
the loss function’s scope. This work further estimates
uncorrupted signal values through Maximum a Posteri-
ori (MAP) estimation; MAP estimation combines prob-
abilistic network outputs with the observed pixel val-
ues to yield more informed pixel predictions without
relying heavily on a potentially noisy observed pixel
value. Although this work is an exceptional estimation
of Gaussian corruption, the model worsens when faced
with low-intensity FM imagery.

Probabilistic Noise 2 Void (PN2V) specifically ad-
dresses the application of biomedical low-intensity im-
agery denoising (Krull, Vicar, and Jug 2019). PN2V’s
deep neural network outputs 800 possible signal prior
distributions by using a histogram-based noise distribu-
tion. While this method is robust to varying noise-types
and intensities, the noise distribution is constructed us-
ing pairs of clean and noisy signals such that emulated
or collected ground truth imagery is necessary for both
training and final restoration; we do not consider this
work to be self-supervised and instead target N2V’s
metrics as a baseline. During our experimentation pro-
cess, we recreate PN2V’s results and use the described
histogram-based noise model to evaluate our network
on the same data.



Using elements from several of these works, we at-
tempt to create a model that will discriminate signal
from noise using only one corrupted image.

Implementation Theory
This work utilizes a contemporary blind-spot archi-
tecture, designed specifically for Poisson-dominated
imagery, in conjunction with Maximum a Posteriori
(MAP) estimation and Expected Value of the Posterior
(EVP) to reconstruct multiple classes of FM images.
Since all imagery within our dataset is comprised of 8-
bits, we treat each possible pixel identity as a discrete
value ranging from 0 to 256. Given observed pixel zi
sampled from a Poisson distribution and hypothetical
ground truth pixel xi sampled from X, our underlying
goal is to identify the clean pixel value using informa-
tion from Z.

x̂i = argmax
x

P (Xi = xi|Zi = zi), (1)

However, we are unable to evaluate (1) directly; by
providing the noisy pixel zi, a network would learn a
direct mapping of the noisy pixel identity to the esti-
mated true signal value rather than reasonable estimates
of clean pixel values (Krull, Buchholz, and Jug 2018).
Instead, we must marginalize clean pixel probabilities,
P (Xi = xi), from the joint distribution of noisy and
clean pixels. P (Xi = xi) acts as a prior belief about
the spread of unattainable ground truth pixel values; us-
ing knowledge of the Poisson probability mass function
P (Zi = zi|Xi = xi) we create a network to output
clean priors without directly learning pixel identities.
We are then able to compute a probability distribution
around the observed pixels (2).

P (Zi = zi) =
∑
x

P (Zi = zi|Xi = xi)P (Xi = xi)

(2)
We begin our model by constructing a blind-spot net-
work, a modified Convolutional Neural Network in
which the center pixel is rotationally obscured from its
receptive field (Laine et al. 2019) 3. With a noisy image
as input, we modify the network’s loss function such
that computed priors model pixel probabilities at every
possible value of Poisson component λ, the discrete rate
at which photons are absorbed by the imaging sensor
(3).

P (Zi = zi|Xi = xi) =
xz exp(−x)

z!
(3)

The model’s softmax output is tuned by minimizing the
averaged negative log likelihood of P (Zi = zi) com-
bined with an entropy regularization measure of prior
belief uncertainty (4). The entropy term is multiplied
by an arbitrary constant.

Li =
1

N

∑
N

− logP (Zi = zi) + Sx (4)

With both the ground truth prior and joint probability
density function marginalized, we apply Bayes’ trans-
formation on (1) to make our objective function deter-
minable.

x̂i = argmax
x

P (Zi = zi|Xi = xi)P (Xi = xi)

P (Zi = zi)
(5)

To avoid information loss, we further expand on this es-
timation to include information about the observed cen-
ter pixel zi. Maximum a Posteriori estimation provides
the Posteriori approximation with the highest likelihood
(6).

x̂i = argmax
x

P (Zi = zi|Xi = xi)P (Xi = xi). (6)

Expected Value of the Posterior estimation computes
the expected value over each λ value of the normalized
posterior distribution (7).

x̂i = E[P (Zi = zi|Xi = xi)P (Xi = xi)]. (7)

Data and Evaluation
A large Fluorescence Microscopy Denoising Dataset
(FMDD) was generated by (Zhang et al. 2018) specif-
ically for the task of Gaussian-Poisson denoising.
FMDD consists of various specimens at the cellular
level captured by Confocal and Two-Photon micro-
scopes. For each specimen and imaging modality pair,
FMDD contains 20 Frames of View (FOV) each with
50 captures. While the content of each FOV differs, the
captures of each FOV are only different in their individ-
ual realizations of Poisson noise. Zhang et al. simulate
ground truth by averaging all 50 captures per FOV; by
assuming noise independence for each capture, the av-
erage yields an estimated clean image ??.

In addition to averaged ground truth, Zhang et al. pro-
vide five degrees of averaged images to estimate varied
levels of noise typically present in biological imagery.
These categories are referred to as Noise Regimes (NR)
ranging from 1 to 5 where NR1 is an raw noisy cap-
ture and NR5 is an image averaged over 16 captures
within each FOV. All five noise regimes are included in
model evaluation for both Confocal Mice and Confocal
Zebrafish datasets.

While the averaged realizations are potentially use-
ful, it is not realistic to get multiple captures of each
FOV and essentially impossible to obtain enough cap-
tures to emulate an averaged ground truth. Instead of in-
corporating any averaged images into training, we only
utilize the lesser noise images to evaluate our pipeline.

Our evaluation mirrors that of Probabilistic
Noise2Void (PN2V) (Krull, Vicar, and Jug 2019);
PN2V utilizes the same dataset which allows for
efficient comparison. We train our model on captures
from the first 18 FOV’s, validate on the 20th FOV, and
use the 19th FOV for testing evaluation. The metric



Figure 3: Rotational Blind-spot Network Architecture (Laine et al. 2019).

NR1 NR2 NR3 NR4 NR5 Mean
Baseline 29.38 32.44 35.59 38.90 42.64 35.79
Poi2Void argmax 33.897 34.419 34.538 34.727 34.744 34.465
Poi2Void MAP 30.989 33.364 35.412 37.199 38.440 35.081
Poi2Void EVP 31.539 34.297 37.132 40.229 43.323 37.304
PN2V 38.24 39.72 41.34 43.02 45.11 41.49
N2V 37.56 38.78 39.94 41.01 41.9 39.85
N2N 38.19 39.77 41.28 42.83 44.56 41.33
U-Net 38.38 39.90 41.37 43.06 45.16 41.58

Table 1: Initial Confocal Mice PSNR Comparisons

used for testing is Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),
a widely used measure of signal power to corruption
power on an image; similar to PN2V, we obtain the
PSNR values for restored images of every noise regime.

Experimentation
We train two models separately using TensorFlow on
14,400 128x128 crops of Confocal Mice samples and
14,400 128x128 crops of Confocal Zebrafish samples
within the FM dataset provided by Zhang et al. Image
crops were necessary due to computational restrictions;
each crop was chosen from a randomly selected region
of a randomly selected image for each batch. We tuned
network hyperparameters until converging on a 5.0e-6
learning rate, 100 training epochs, and a batch of one
128x128 crop again due to computational limitations.
Before training, we normalized each training, valida-
tion, and testing image such that the 256 discrete pixel
values were transformed into decimals between 0 and
1. The original blindspot architecture is then changed
to outputs a final softmax layer to predict those pixel
values as a prior for uncorrupted signal distributions.
To avoid getting NaN loss during training, specifically
caused by taking an improper log when calculating neg-
ative log likelihood, we clip the logits to be between
1.0e-5 and 80.

After training models on each dataset, we restored
and concatenated cropped corrupted images in three
ways: the maximum value of the network’s softmax out-
put at each pixel to act as a baseline (argmax), the Max-
imum a Posteriori evaluation (MAP), and the Expected
Value of the posterior distribution (EVP). Our entire
model is dubbed Poisson2Void (Poi2Void) for brevity
in comparisons. Using PSNR as the sole metric, Tables
1 and 2 show the results of our model on each NR.

To improve our results, we add an entropy regular-
ization term to our loss function. Entropy, the measure
of uncertainty for categorical distributions, is used in
this case to limit the model from choosing dominating
values too early. By minimizing both negative log like-
lihood and entropy, we encourage our model to be as
certain as possible about its output distribution. After
experimentation, we determine that the optimal weights
for the entropy calculation is 1.0e-2 on both datasets.

To further increase our PSNR values, instead of con-
catenating each restored crop into a 4x4 grid to yield
the final image, we stride the crops over the image such
that the window moves every 64 pixels instead of 128.
This yields a 7x7 grid of restored crops that had to be
carefully concatenated; each overlapping region was av-
eraged to yield a more robust estimate for each testing
image. Table 3 shows the non-trivial improvements in
PSNR after strided restoration on our Confocal Mice
dataset. Figures 4 and 5 show denoised images for all
restoration methods.

Poi2Void does not yet surpass other contempo-
rary semi-supervised and fully-supervised methods. Al-
though the theory of our model is similar to that of other
successful semi-supervised methods, such as PN2V
(Krull, Vicar, and Jug 2019), we ran into several limita-
tions during our experimentation that could have con-
tributed to our modest results. Where other models
trained models on entire images or larger crops, we
were constrained by our GPU VRAM capacity. Addi-
tionally, we were forced to use a batch size of one small
crop rather than 50-80 such as in recent work.

It is notable that although for raw imagery, argmax
compares or surpasses our posterior manipulations, but
as the noise regime increases, argmax falls behind the
other methods. We use this as evidence that posterior



NR1 NR2 NR3 NR4 NR5 Mean
Baseline 22.81 25.89 29.05 32.39 36.21 29.27
Poi2Void argmax 23.114 23.329 23.498 23.564 23.591 23.419
Poi2Void MAP 23.098 25.977 28.845 31.594 34.155 28.734
Poi2Void EVP 23.251 26.226 29.330 32.528 36.078 29.483
PN2V 32.45 33.96 35.48 37.07 39.08 35.61
N2V 32.10 33.34 34.43 35.39 36.21 34.30
N2N 32.93 34.37 35.71 37.06 38.65 35.74
U-Net 32.93 34.35 35.67 37.11 39.09 35.83

Table 2: Initial Confocal Zebrafish PSNR Comparisons

NR1 NR2 NR3 NR4 NR5
Baseline 22.81 25.89 29.05 32.39 36.21

Strided
Poi2Void argmax 34.485104 33.702407 33.82227 33.96317 33.98511
Poi2Void MAP 31.08027 33.27537 35.12076 36.65470 37.72091
Poi2Void EVP 34.72008 35.434919 37.27999 40.54513 43.752390

Grid
Poi2Void argmax 33.15988 33.52715 33.63908 33.76065 33.77202
Poi2Void MAP 31.05832 33.23513 35.06682 36.57020 37.60538
Poi2Void EVP 31.69174 34.43680 37.28053 40.43303 43.64095

Table 3: Strided Prediction PSNR vs Grid Prediction on Confocal Mice

Figure 4: Poi2Void results on raw NR1 Confocal Mice data (left) using argmax, MAP, and EVP.

Figure 5: Poi2Void results on raw NR1 Confocal Fish data (left) using argmax, MAP, and EVP.

Figure 6: Zoomed in Comparison of Noisy to Restored on Confocal Mice (right) and Confocal Zebrafish (left)



manipulation is superior to only modelling clean pixel
value probabilities; it is practically advantageous for our
model to be able to generalize on varied levels of noise
seen in the field.

Conclusion and Further Work
This work seeks to expand on existing literature by
addressing Poisson-dominated noise within Fluores-
cence Microscopy imaging via a self-supervised denois-
ing pipeline. Our approach’s novelty lies in the self-
supervision aspect of this pipeline, in contrast with con-
temporary model PN2V (Krull, Vicar, and Jug 2019),
and its direct application to low-intensity biomedical
imagery. Our implementation utilizes non-parametric
prior probabilities of clean pixels, evaluated through a
modified blind-spot network, with Maximum a Poste-
riori and Expected Value of the Posterior estimation to
include possible ignored clean signals.

Although this model did not succeed in progress-
ing past state-of-the-art self-supervised methods specif-
ically for FMDD, we treat this experimentation as
grounds for future work. We intend on replicating much
of PN2V’s network composition, via code provided by
Krull et al.; PyTorch enables us to utilize a larger virtual
batch size. If training becomes less computationally ex-
pensive, we can reasonably expect our loss to plateau
at a lower value than at present. Additionally, we have
made several hypotheses to modify the initial noise dis-
tribution used to calculate training loss and the poste-
rior distribution. While our noise distribution follows
the Poisson probability mass function, we clip the dis-
tribution to model λ from 1 to 257, and then normalize
back into a usable probability distribution. It is possible
that this process leaves out valuable information about
the true noise. Lastly, we have recently acquired FM
video data containing multiple noisy frames of a sam-
ple unharmed by typical phototoxicity. We expect that
incorporating frames with very dependent signal values
and independent noise realizations could greatly help
our model.

Biologists have been using deep learning tools for
imperative scientific work, and will continue to do so
at increasing lengths as computational biology expands.
We hope to continue developing and refining self-
supervised denoising methods for Fluorescence Mi-

croscopy imaging.
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